
Test Data Sample:
sst_s01_phy01102634_dbg.sfs  sst_s02_phy01102634_dbg.sfs
sst_s01_phy01102635_dbg.sfs  sst_s02_phy01102635_dbg.sfs
Data name include "S01" and "S02" is coming from different computer,(maybe different Run )
"phy01102634" and "phy01102635" is coming from different Run(maybe different computer ).

Questions 
1>how many RDO used to create those data ?

Errors and comments list 

sst_s01_phy01102635_dbg.sfs---->300 events

sst_s02_phy01102635_dbg.sfs---->200 events

sst_s02_phy01102634_dbg.sfs---->200Events

sst_s01_phy01102634_dbg.sfs------>300Events
This file have error, but we also can find out how many event stay in this file.

1>data coming from computer 1 and computer 2 have different event at the same Run number.

It's seems I am misunderstand those file name .sorry ……

A)Event 196, Fiber 5(start at 0),the ADC length is less than Fiber Header record.

STAR Handle Event 196

2>this file "sst_s01_phy01102634_dbg.sfs" have some problems.

Test DAQ data sample/2014/1/16
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We can see that, The Fiber Link Token in fiber6 is not right, but I checked that's event. The Fiber 

Link Token in Fiber6 is 0xDDDDDDDD， of course ,that's token is right.so I suspect the ADC length 
is not right in Fiber 5.
Fiber5, Event 196:
Record

Data:Fiber6 Header(position)-Fiber5 Header(position) = 4105.
It's seems in our data ,we lose one strip info in Fiber5. But I do not know which strip's info was lost.

B)I also checked the Flags at Fiber Header(all the data) ,it's 0, but we do not have this kind of flag !
Data

Definition 

3>The RDO number in all event is a constant value. Please look at the following histogram.

4>in the DAQ data, each event, what's the each RDO data store order? 

RDO0

RDO1

RDO2

RDO3

RDO4

I do not know is that right ? 

QA Histogram
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All the QA plot are depend on our newest DAQ format document.
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